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Abstract: How much attention to the global economic system do the
international development and development education sectors give? Based on
a small scale research assignment concerned with the situation in Ireland (but
including references to elsewhere in Europe) the answer has to be: not much.
Although within both sectors evidence exists of attention to economic systems
and their impact on poverty, inequality and injustice, most development
agencies referred to in the article do not contextualise their work in a broader,
explanatory framework. Aside from that, both sectors appear to give little
attention to engaging the public in educational processes that attempt to
explore, discuss, reflect on and respond to such structural economic issues.
The article outlines the findings from the research, based on the
premise that for the sectors to be successful in creating a lasting impact on
poverty, inequality and injustice they need to give attention to the root causes
of those issues, and that this will require attention to systemic economic
processes and ideologies and to the development of educational approaches
involving the public with those issues, processes and ideologies. Conceptually,
the article discusses global economic processes as an expression of
neoliberalism / ‘free market’ economics. In investigating how those processes
operate according to development agency policy analyses the research referred
to Systems Thinking as a means of investigating and clarifying global
development phenomena, making use of an adaptation of the Development
Compass Rose to highlight the interlinked and dynamic nature of global
economics. Without coming to firm conclusions, but hoping that it will lead to
further work on this, the article also addresses the question of what helps or
hinders the sectors from giving attention to global economic systems in their
education work with the public.
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Exploring and addressing ‘root causes’ of poverty, inequality and
injustice
The research that led to this article involved a small scale assignment relating
to the Irish international development (ID) and development education (DE)
sectors. It focussed, firstly, on the attention given by the ID and DE sectors to
global economic processes and their influence on poverty, inequality and
injustice. Secondly, the research aimed to get a sense of how that attention was
used by organisations in educational efforts that enable enquiry, discussion,
reflection and responses to the reasons for the existence of poverty, inequality
and injustice. The intention was to obtain an indicative analysis of the situation
which, it is hoped, will lead to further work and discussions by ID and DE
organisations in furthering education work that engages the public with the
system of global economics and with explorations of potential responses.
Underpinning the research were two assumptions, namely that:
•

•

for their work to have lasting impact, international development
and development education efforts need to give attention to ‘root
causes’ of poverty, inequality and injustice and involve the
public in investigations of and responses to those causes;
and that to do so requires attention to structural-systemic
(economic) processes and ideologies.

Investigations included a review of webpages produced by a selection
of nine Irish Non-Governmental Development Organisations (NGDOs), the
NGDO networks Dóchas and CONCORD, the Irish Development Education
Association (IDEA), Irish Aid and the European Union / Commission. This
involved a study of their introductory pages to establish what the agencies’
main concerns were, of relevant policy documents produced by the agencies,
and of the attention given by them through formal and non-formal education
work that enquires into and enables responses to such issues and analyses.
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The ID sector was seen as being primarily concerned with efforts to
advance the amelioration and eradication of poverty, promoting sustainable
development, and advancing human rights (ID Web, 2022). The research
viewed DE as primarily concerned with educational processes that ‘… enable
people to participate in the development of their community, their nation and
the world as a whole …’ (Ishii, 2003: 9, quoting FAO-JUNIC, 1975), enabling
investigations into, discussions of, reflections on and responses to issues and
processes (DE Web, 2022; Freire, 1970; Hope and Timmel, 1984; Bourn,
2015). The nine Irish NGDOs were selected mainly because of their
established nature within the Irish ID sector, i.c. ActionAid, Children in
Crossfire, Christian Aid, Concern Worldwide, Oxfam, Plan International,
Trócaire, UNICEF and World Vision.
The reviews of webpages and agency policy analyses was added to
by reference to literature concerning the growth and development of the
current global economic system. In addition, a questionnaire was circulated to
some two hundred ID and DE sector practitioners and two seminars were
organised gathering responses to the research findings. Both questionnaire and
seminars involved respondents from the island of Ireland as well as from other
parts of Europe. The questionnaire, which obtained twenty-nine responses,
asked about the priorities of the agencies in which respondents were involved
and about respondents’ opinions relating to the issues of the research. The
seminars, involving twenty-two participants, focussed on the challenges and
opportunities that ID and DE organisations have in addressing global
economics through education. Neither the questionnaire responses nor the
seminar conclusions can be seen as representative of the range of experiences
and opinions in either sector, however findings from both sources do provide
perspectives that are worth further investigation if the sectors are concerned
with addressing root causes of poverty, inequality and injustice.
Although the research had a particular focus on findings from the
island of Ireland it is likely, also given responses from questionnaire and
seminar participants, that findings in contexts elsewhere in Europe will not be
significantly different.
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A systems approach
Understanding and impactful responding to issues of poverty, inequality and
injustice requires an ability to place specific, seemingly unique cases and
experiences in a broader context. This involves the ability to conceptualise and
systematise: viewing the whole as more than the sum of individual, single
development phenomena, and viewing that whole as a dynamic,
interconnected web that affects how development issues are perceived or can
be responded to (Hanvey, 1976; Pike and Selby, 1988: 27-29; Anderson and
Johnson, 1997; Ramalingam, 2013: 141-142; Green, 2016; Veltmeyer and
Bowles, 2022). Questionnaire and seminar respondents were in agreement
with the intention that within an education context attention to creating ‘…
comprehension of key traits and mechanisms of the world system, with
emphasis on theories and concepts …’ (Hanvey, 1976: 19) is an important tool
of enquiry as well as a prompt for discussion about, a means to reflect on, and
a stimulus for creating responses.
One way of categorising and systematising experiences of poverty,
inequality and injustice (such as those highlighted by the ID and DE sectors)
is through the use of a Development Compass Rose (Tide, 1995). In this, the
usual cardinal points of North, South, East and West are replaced by Nature,
Society, Economy and Who Decides? (i.e. politics). The resulting ‘compass’
enables investigation of a locality, of an issue, or of a process: raising questions
or identifying features that relate to, for instance, social organisation and
culture (S), production and trade (E), decision making and power (W), or the
natural environment (N). In between the four cardinal points relationships can
be explored, such as the impact of economic activity on the natural
environment (NE), the decision making process and powers that enable or
prevent protection of the natural environment (NW), the way in which people
are organising themselves to create change (SW), or the accessibility or not of
economic activity to particular groups in society (SW). Similar relationships
can be highlighted between Economics and Who Decides?, for example about
decisions to do with the division of benefits of economic activity (‘who gets
what and how much?’), or between Society and Nature, for instance regarding
the attitudes that people have towards the natural environment. It is through
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identification of those relationships that the dynamic influence of, for instance,
an economic philosophy and practice on the rest of life can be explored.
The concerns of sampled agencies
A review of ‘What we do’, ‘About us’ and similar webpages of selected ID
sector agencies in Ireland (ID Web, 2022) highlights the sector’s concern for
sustainable development (e.g. Irish Aid), addressing inequality (for instance,
ActionAid, Irish Aid), and ending poverty (Trócaire and Oxfam amongst
others). For many NGDOs in Ireland those concerns are particularly related to
work with children (e.g. Children in Crossfire, Plan International, World
Vision). Some agencies in their introductory webpages make explicit reference
to structural issues they wish to address (for instance in relation to women
(ActionAid), economic inequalities (Christian Aid) or food systems (Oxfam)),
but most do not place their work in such a systemic context – at least not in
these webpages.
In their introductions, the nine sampled NGDOs refer to work
involving the public in Ireland mainly in the context of fundraising, although
references to ‘awareness raising’, ‘advocacy’ and ‘campaigning’ are also made
by the majority of organisations. Reference to ‘education’ is rare and where
this is made at all it, with the exception of Children in Crossfire, refers to work
‘overseas’ and not in Ireland.
Looking at similar ‘What we do’ pages concerning development
education (DE Web, 2022) key words that are highlighted relate to education,
global citizenship (e.g. Irish Aid, IDEA), lifelong learning (Irish Aid, a.o.),
awareness (e.g. Dóchas), and empowerment (e.g. IDEA) - all in respect of
issues of, amongst others, climate change, inequality, poverty, sustainability.
Irish Aid, IDEA and the Dóchas Development Education Working Group all
make reference to the ‘Code of Good Practice for Development Education’
(IDEA, n.d.) which lists twelve core principles relating to both educational and
organisational practices that are seen as core to the provision of good quality
DE. However, it is noticeable that, for example, ActionAid, Oxfam and World
Vision appear to be neither members of the Dóchas DE Working Group (which
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involves 17 of the network’s 57 members), nor of the DE network of IDEA
(with some 63 organisational members).
Analyses of development
Although most of the selected ID agencies publish case studies of the work
they carry out or support, most do not appear to publish policy analyses of the
issues that are of their concern, or if they do then they do not make them easily
accessible through their sites. Policy making bodies, such as Irish Aid and the
European Union will state their strategies (Irish Aid, n.d.; European Union,
2017; European Commission, 2019), but tend not to provide an analysis of the
reasons for the existence of the issues they aim to address.
Reviewed reports by those ID sector agencies that do provide a more
thorough analysis focus on: an analysis of reasons for increasing food
insecurity and malnutrition (Trócaire, 2018), the structural reasons for the
existence of inequalities (CONCORD, 2019), the consequences of the
COVID-19 pandemic given the current economic system (Dóchas, 2020), an
analysis of IMF (International Monetary Fund) policies that promote or lead
to public austerity measures (ActionAid et al, 2021), and the symptoms of and
reasons for widening economic, gender and racial inequalities (Oxfam, 2022).
Although focussed on different areas of development, when viewed
together, the reports suggest that there is a clear and direct relationship between
economic structural causes and its effects not only on economic well-being,
but also on social organisation, natural-environmental conditions and on
decision-making. The illustration below presents some of the issues identified
in the reports in the shape of a Development Compass Rose (adapted from
Tide, 1995).
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The growth of a globally dominant economic philosophy, ideology and
practice
The NGDO reports mentioned above all refer to a structure and system that
underpins, causes or exacerbates the development phenomena that the agencies
experience through their work. Giving that system a name, such as
‘neoliberalism’ (ActionAid et al., 2021: 5), is often avoided. The reasons for
that lack of conceptualisation may be multivarious: amongst economists the
term ‘neoliberalism’ is regularly avoided since its interpretations are
considered imprecise, contested, or pejorative (with some preferring to use
‘free market economics’ instead), while for others policies described as
neoliberal are disowned as such by their authors (Williamson, 2002; EagletonPierce, 2016; Rowden, 2016; Harvey, 2019; Babb and Kentikelenis, 2021).
Despite confusion and disagreement about interpretations of the term
(a type of confusion that should be well familiar amongst those involved in
development education and other forms of adjectival educations), for
questionnaire respondents and seminar participants conceptualising the global
economic system by use of a term such as ‘neoliberalism’ is useful (although
most are also of the opinion that use of such a term when communicating with
the public may not be helpful). At the risk of over-simplification and while
ignoring many of its various forms (such as those sketched out by Dobre [2019]
when discussing interpretations of the concept in European policies), what are
(some of) the core characteristics of ‘the doctrine sometimes called neoliberalism’ (Friedman, 1951)?
For the past 40 or 50 years the world’s economic, social, political and
environmental affairs have increasingly become geared towards an approach
that values individual, or rather private business, initiative in industry and
commerce. This involves a leading role for markets in allocating investments,
combined with a role for the state that is focussed on enabling such private
initiatives to flourish through competition and on creating a policy
environment for largely unrestricted trade across international borders. This is
more often than not combined with a deliberate reduction in the role collective
action by civil society in influencing, steering or determining economic affairs
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(at least when compared with previous decades) (Clarke, 2005; EagletonPierce, 2016; Harvey, 2019; Babb and Kentikelenis, 2021). The philosophy
underpinning this development was initially offered as a response to what was
seen as undue influence of the state on directing economic activities: the role
of ‘free’ markets was believed to be (economically) more efficient and
effective in creating economic growth and welfare (Eagleton-Pierce, 2016:
118-125; Goldin, 2016: 29-34).
In the post-Second World War period of reconstruction and in the
initial post-colonial period of the 1950s and 1960s, state governments played
a significant role in directing and supporting economic and social
development: re-building or building societies through national planning of
investments, preferential treatment for certain types of economic and social
activity through laws, tax regimes and subsidies, and greater or lesser forms of
protection of the national economy against competition from abroad (Goldin,
2016: 18-36; Polanyi Levitt, 2022). It was against that ‘faith in collectivism’
as a driver of economic growth and social welfare, and hence against the role
of the state in directing the development of the economy, that economist
Milton Friedman proposed in 1951:
“a new faith […that…] must give high place to a severe limitation of
the power of the state to interfere in the detailed activities of
individuals; at the same time, it must explicitly recognize that there
are important positive functions that must be performed by the state
[in particular in respect of]:
•
•
•
•

[ensuring] conditions favorable to competition […]
[preventing] monopoly […]
[providing] a stable monetary framework […]
[relieving] acute misery and distress” (Friedman, 1951: 3-4).

That neoliberal faith became a mainstay of economics teaching in
many of the world’s higher education institutions, influencing policy makers
across the globe and through them the policies that have been made (Babb and
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Kentikelenis, 2021: 8-9; ActionAid et al., 2021: 7, 16). Although various forms
of neoliberalism exist (in the case of Europe see, for instance, Dobre, 2019) in
broad terms its practical development and spread can be characterised as
having gone through a number of stages (Leeson, 1988; Williamson, 1990;
Dorn, 1997; Williamson, 2002; Eagleton-Pierce, 2016; Goldin, 2016; Rowden,
2016; Harvey, 2019; Harriss, 2019; Babb and Kentikelenis, 2021; Polanyi
Levitt, 2022).
Amongst the ‘early adopters’ three countries stand out: Chile, under
the dictatorship of Pinochet following a military coup against the government
of Salvador Allende in 1973, the United Kingdom (UK) after 1979, during the
government of Margaret Thatcher, and the United States (US) after 1981,
during the Presidency of Ronald Reagan. This led, amongst other policies, to
various forms of privatisation of public and state enterprises, restrictions on
the organisation and influence of labour and other collective associations, and
trade liberalisation.
A second phase in the implementation of Friedman’s ‘new faith’ was
entered in response to the late-1970s and 1980s debt crisis in which many
developing countries found themselves. It led to an expansion of the range of
countries that implemented core policies of free market economics. To relieve
their indebtedness, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other financial
institutions offered support to affected countries. In return for such support
indebted countries were obliged to introduce ‘structural adjustment
programmes’ which drew upon many of the policies introduced in Chile, the
UK and the US, involving abolishment of state support for, amongst others,
import-substituting enterprises and ending the state’s direction of agricultural
development (Eagleton-Pierce, 2016: 40-46). The lead for agricultural and
industrial development was switched from the state to private enterprise – with
the state focussing on introducing those regulations that were seen as a proper
role for the state (see above regarding Friedman’s suggestions), combined with
an emphasis on enabling a largely unfettered access to investments from and
trade with companies from other countries.
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A third phase in the development of neoliberal practice, making it the
truly globally dominant form of economic practice, followed the collapse of
the Soviet empire (in the early 1990s) and, particularly, the opening up of
China to trade with the rest of the world (since the late 1990s). That phase is
characterised by increased globalisation of economic activity, exemplified by
‘global value chains’ involving ‘developing’ and ‘developed’ countries alike
in a production and trade process that is based on multiple transactions between
multiple locations before a final product is provided to an ultimate user (World
Bank, 2020: 19). This stage of neoliberalism has also been accompanied by
further restrictions in public spending, for example on welfare programmes,
particularly following the financial, banking crises of 2008-09; public
spending restrictions that were additional to those already implemented during
the second phase (their effects are explored in many of the reviewed NGDO
reports).
The intentions of neoliberal policies as initially advocated by
Friedman, for instance regarding economic growth and relief of ‘acute misery
and distress’, have not always been fulfilled. For example, structural
adjustment programmes often resulted in economic decline rather than growth
(Goldin, 2016: 34). Reductions in the state’s involvement in economic affairs
typically led to increased unemployment, rising costs of living and growing
poverty accompanied by hunger, and where growth did occur, any benefits
tended to accrue to a small segment of society – in both ‘developing’ and
‘developed’ countries (Eagleton-Pierce, 2016: 43-44, ActionAid et al, 2021,
Oxfam, 2022). Although income inequalities between countries have
significantly gone down since 1980 (around the start of phase two as outlined
above), income inequalities within countries have seen a sharp rise, with global
income inequalities within and between countries in 2020 being comparable to
the situation in 1880-1890 (Chancel et al., 2021: 56-58). Although global and
individual ‘wealth’ (ownership of financial assets, such as equity and bonds,
and non-financial assets, such as buildings and land) and of its growth are
difficult to calculate, the World Inequality Lab (2022) comes to the conclusion
that wealth inequalities have risen sharply between 1995 and 2021. Of a total
growth in wealth per adult of 3.2 per cent during that period, the top one per
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cent captured thirty-eight per cent of this growth, against a bottom fifty per
cent capturing only two per cent (Chancel et al., 2021: 90-91).
The policy response to the negative effects of neoliberal policies has
been a somewhat greater recognition of the need for the state to influence
investment in social and physical infrastructures, typically involving the
development of ‘public private partnerships’. Design of the Millennium
Development Goals, in 2000, and particularly of the Sustainable Development
Goals, in 2015, can also be seen as a recognition of the need to address some
of inequities caused by the current economic system – however, without
fundamentally addressing its core features (Eagleton-Pierce, 2016: 44-45;
Goldin, 2016: 34-36; Van Wayenberge, 2022: 119).
Comparing the various characteristics of neoliberalism outlined
above with the experiences of the ID sector as analysed by their reports and as
illustrated through the Development Compass Rose, highlights the dynamic,
mutually reinforcing relationships between the ‘doctrine sometimes called
neo-liberalism’ (Friedman, 1951), its implementation in economic affairs and
its effects on society and social justice, on decision making and power, and on
the natural environment.
The consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, referred to in both the
Dóchas (2020) and the Oxfam (2022) papers, and the effects of the current war
in Ukraine – leading to interrupted international trade flows, increasing
inflation, and growing costs of living - question some of the foundations of the
third phase of neoliberalism as sketched out above, not least the reliance of
(business and national) economies on global value chains. Responses to these
consequences may lead to a retrenchment into core neoliberal policies of the
ideology, or to a further adjustment of neoliberalism, or to a transformation of
the doctrine into something different. The analyses by Dóchas, ActionAid,
CONCORD, Oxfam and Trócaire all offer starting points for further
exploration of options to address the issues highlighted by the reports. Such an
exploration potentially offers opportunities too for involving the (Irish) public
in an education process that investigates, discusses, reflects and responds to
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the global and local relevance of the issues: building the agencies’
constituencies in support of their stated intentions. Unfortunately, it seems that
the agencies, with the possible exception of Trócaire, do not make use of that
opportunity; the absence of a dedicated education programme means that most
don’t even have that ability.
Global economics and development education
Most of the sampled NGDOs have not developed and published analyses that
place (aspects of) their work in a broader structural context and most, including
the minority that does carry out such analyses, do not give attention, or seem
to have the intention, to involve the public in educational processes that
explore the systems that underpin, cause or exacerbate the issues that are of the
agencies’ concern. The main activities involving the domestic public which
the agencies employ – fundraising, awareness raising, campaigning – appear
based on the creation of ‘global awareness’: eliciting a response from the
public that is based on the public’s existing empathy or compassion based on
their existing understanding of the world and their existing disposition towards
action (Lissner, 1977: 138-45; Lattimer, 1994: 329-336; Kingham and Coe,
2005: 84-88; Darnton and Kirk, 2011; Green, 2016: 179-195). Opportunities
to explore and develop additional or new perceptions of global realities,
including its systemic nature, appears largely absent. However, without
attention to the systemic nature of the causes of poverty, inequality and
injustice it is likely that agencies will contribute little to a sustained
transformation of the existing realities of poverty, inequality and injustice –
although such a transformation is what many of the selected agencies seem to
be looking for:
•
•
•
•

‘working to end poverty and inequality’ (ActionAid)
‘committed to ending poverty worldwide’ (Christian Aid)
‘[striving] for a world free from poverty, fear and oppression’
(Concern Worldwide)
‘to bring about lasting solutions to the problems of global poverty
and inequality’ (Dóchas)
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•
•
•

‘empower learners of all ages to become active global citizens’
(IDEA)
‘[mobilising] the power of people against poverty’ (Oxfam)
‘life-changing support for some of the world’s poorest people’
(Trócaire)
(DE Web, 2022; ID Web, 2022).

For such a sustained transformation to happen awareness needs to
include a recognition of the local conditions ‘there’ and ‘here’ as part of a
globally interrelated system. For that to be successful would require a
recognition and questioning of existing empathies, compassions,
understandings and dispositions: a process of transformative learning or
‘conscientisation’ involving, for example, investigations, discussions and
reflections on current realities and options, and drawing conclusions on the
basis of that learning that leads to personal and communal responses (Lissner,
1977: 138-145; Fricke et al, 2015: 14-23 and 45-51; Bourn, 2022: 121-138;
Freire, 1970; Hope and Timmel, 1984).
Arguably, quality DE would provide the opportunity for such a
process, but practically DE does not seem to do this often. Information about
European Union (EU DEAR, n.d.) supported Development Education and
Awareness Raising (DEAR) projects in Ireland indicates that, although quite a
few projects relate to issues of poverty, only some appear to have placed their
discussions and work in a broader systemic or economic context. Similarly, a
review of DE publications produced in Ireland in the period 2013 to 2016 (Daly
et al., 2017) seems to indicate that few of these resources relate to a global
framework or to a pedagogy that explores the structures underpinning the
issues that the resources deal with, leading the authors of the review to
comment that ‘Many resources […] present simplistic analyses of issues …’
or, in the contexts of the SDGs, are ‘simply PR focussed rather than
educationally analytical’ (Daly et al, 2017: 32 and 39). Participants in the
seminars also referred to this, for example by mentioning that the current, often
uncritical, focus on the SDGs typically involved awareness of issues that are
‘a mile wide, but only an inch deep’.
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Challenges and Opportunities
Questionnaire respondents and seminar participants were of the opinion that
both the ID and the DE sectors are not doing enough to explore the economic
causes of poverty, inequality and injustice and that systems thinking is an
important means by which to explore such causes. Assuming that ID and DE
organisations are serious about wanting to address root causes, ‘global
awareness’ as described above will not be adequate in doing that and different
approaches will be needed.
Enquiry based education approaches potentially can assist – and are
likely necessary – in creating the sustained transformations (globally and
locally) envisaged by many (most?) in both the ID and the DE Sectors. They
also offer opportunities to more closely engage members of the public with the
challenges faced by the sectors: rather than consumers of agency designed
products (be it ‘consumption’ of a fundraising ask, a campaigning action, or
an awareness raising activity), enquiry based education offers learners,
including the facilitating organisations, to become producers of new
understandings and (collective) responses to the issues they face.
Which is not to say that there are no challenges to overcome in doing
that. Seminar participants started to identify such challenges of which some
are mentioned below. Although this listing is far from complete it may offer a
starting point for discussion by ID and DE organisations on what needs to be
done to address current hiatuses in the sectors – if the sectors are to contribute
to sustained transformations that address root causes of poverty, inequality and
injustice.
Some of the challenges may be based on fear: a fear that giving
attention to the ‘domestic’ relevance and experiences of ‘overseas’
development issues will be controversial and as a result it will negatively affect
the domestic fundraising of organisations, be it to do with income from
individuals or with that from the state. The will of agencies to act on stated
intentions through involvement of the domestic public in explorations of
contentious issues may, therefore, be weak.
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For the past forty or so years neoliberalism, as characterised in this
article, has played a central role in our economic affairs – and from that has
influenced our politics, our way of living and of relating to each other, and,
arguably, our natural environment. The precedence given to individual
enterprise has probably affected all our thinking and behaviour (Taylor-Gooby
and Leruth, 2018): giving priority to individual, single issue considerations and
actions rather than systemic, holistic explanations and collective actions. One
of the seminar participants mentioned in this context the sectors’ ‘focus on
individualism e.g. carbon footprints [which has meant a] lack of tools for
collective measures’.
A further challenge relates to terminologies. As mentioned
previously, conceptualising the global economic system under the banner of
‘neoliberalism’ can be problematic. Not only since the term, for instance in
public discourse, ‘has now become a kind of catch-all expression or
“explanatory catholicon”’ (Eagleton-Pierce, 2016: xiii), but also because of the
complexity which is hidden by such a concept. Rather than clarifying, its use
can be obfuscating. Making the complexity of concepts, systemic relationships
and their implications understandable in plain language is a challenge:
terminologies can be a ‘turn-off’. Exploring the complexities of the global
economic system and its impact can also be daunting, particularly where
organisations and educators, amongst others, lack confidence.
Opportunities to address such challenges do, however, exist. Irish
Aid, in its latest relevant strategy, includes reference to the ‘Code of Good
Practice for DE’ (Irish Aid, n.d.: 5), enabling funding requests for activities
that explore root causes through education. The European Commission’s latest
objectives for the DEAR grants programme refer to ‘empowered EU citizens’
and ‘addressing global challenges (notably global inequalities and ecological
crises)’ (European Commission, 2021: 14-15) which build on aspects of the
EU’s development strategy and its attention to an ‘enabling space for civil
society’ addressing ‘root causes’ of ‘poverty, conflict, fragility and forced
displacement’ (European Union, 2017: 33).
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Good quality DE provides a way to address issues of complexity and
confidence. Whilst not shying away from contentious issues (are there any that
are not contentious when discussing ‘development’?) quality DE offers an
educational process:
“by which people, through personal experience and shared
knowledge:
•

•

•

•

Gain experience of, develop and practice dispositions and values
which are critical to a just and democratic society and a
sustainable world;
Engage with, develop and apply ideas and understandings which
help explain the origins, diversity and dynamic nature of society,
including the interactions between and among societies,
cultures, individuals and environments;
Engage with, develop and practice capabilities and skills which
enable investigation of society, discussion of issues, problemtackling, decision-making, and working co-operatively with
others;
Take actions that are inspired by these ideas, values and skills
and which contribute to the achievement of a more just and
caring
world”
(Regan and Sinclair, 2002: 50).

Such an approach would offer an opportunity to address obstacles and
challenges mentioned above: both the current economic situation, with its
growing inequalities in Ireland, Europe and globally, and the approaches of
development education, with its use of participatory learning, offer ample
opportunities for ID and DE sectors and organisations to enable people to
participate in development.
The research on which this article is based had a limited scope and
more attention to the issues raised by it would be worthwhile. Investigations
and discussions could, for example usefully address the question of how the
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practices of organisations, that are currently often focussed on ‘single’ issues,
can incorporate the facilitation of global systems thinking in their work, in
particular through education approaches that actively include people in a
process that enquires into, discusses, reflects on and responds to the dominant
global economic system.
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